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Abstract. Network intrusion detection systems rely on a signature-based detec-
tion engine. When under attack or during heavy traffic, the detection engines need
to make fast decision whether a packet or a sequence of packets is normal or ma-
licious. However, if packets have a heavy payload or the system has a great deal
of attack patterns, the high cost of payload inspection severely diminishes the de-
tection performance. Therefore, it would be better to avoid unnecessary payload
scans by checking the protocol fields in the packet header first, before executing
their heavy operations of payload inspection. Furthermore, when payload inspec-
tion is necessary, it is better to compare attack patterns as few as possible. In this
paper, we propose a method which reduces payload scans by an integration of
processing protocol fields and classifying payload signatures. While performance
improvements are dependent on a given networking environment, the experimen-
tal results with the DARPA data set show that the proposed method outperforms
the latest Snort over 6.5% for web traffic.

1 Introduction

Intrusion detection is a set of techniques and methods that are used to detect suspicious
activities both at the network and host level. The process of intrusion detection aims
to find data packets that contain any known intrusion-related signatures or anomalies
related to the Internet protocols. Intrusion detection methods fall into two basic cate-
gories: signature-based intrusion detection and anomaly-based detection.

Signature-based detection is used to compare against activity in the network or host
with predefined signatures which are produced by an analysis of an attack or malicious
packets. This method relies on a database of attack signatures. Therefore, it is only
as effective as its database. Most signatures have patterns to search known attacks.
Anomaly-based intrusion detection, by contrast, utilizes a more generalized approach
when searching for and detecting threats in a network. A rule of normal behavior is
developed and when an event falls outside that norm, it is detected and logged. The
behavior is a characterization of the state of the protected system, which is a reflective of
the system health and is sensitive to attacks. In this context, an anomaly-based method
of intrusion detection has the potential to detect new or unknown attacks. In a manner
to similar to the signature-based method, anomaly-based intrusion detection relies on
information that signifies what is normal and what is an anomaly.
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Network Intrusion Detection System(NIDS) captures data from the network and ap-
plies rules to that data or detects anomalies. NIDS detects malicious activities such as
denial of service attacks, port scans or even attempts to hack into computers by moni-
toring network traffic. Based on a set of signatures and rules, after a match is found, the
detection system takes some actions, such as logging the event or sending an alarm to a
management console. Numerous studies about NIDS have attempted to rapidly decide
which packets are malicious.

Recently, a large number of signatures are associated with well known ports, such
as HTTP and SMTP. Also, because volume of multi-media data, such as video, file
download services of web sites and P2P services, is increasing at an amazing rate, the
cost of pattern matching in the packet payload is increasing. Therefore, to reduce the
cost of payload scanning, it is reasonable to check the protocol fields before searching
the payload to compare patterns. This is why we proposed the method whereby the
protocol fields have a great priority than the packet payload for signature matching. The
proposed method is similar to research on rule classification by protocol fields such as a
decision tree [8] or an evaluation tree [9]. However, our method calculates all possible
results, based on expected values of the protocol fields and makes small rule groups.
Thus, the payload inspection of the packets is performed only when it is necessary. Our
method has some advantages compared with previous methods, which are as follows:

• It processes the rules without considering the values of protocol fields.
• It is a flexible structure such that we can change the examining sequence of protocol

fields and add or remove some of the protocol fields.
• It is more effective to handle the complex rules.

The contribution of this study is to propose a new method of rule set classification
and the integrated processing of protocol signatures. In spite of additional overhead, it
can yield small rule groups and provide fast detection. In the remainder of this paper,
§2 briefly provides related works. §3 describes the proposed method. §4 analyzes the
performance. §5 presents experimental results. In §6, we summarize our experience.

2 Related Works

Just as a network packet consists of the header and the payload, the research about
signature matching can be classified into two categories. One is a pattern matching for
a packet data, which consists mainly of string matching. The other is the classification
of a rule set by the protocol fields. The former focuses on reducing the number of
rules to be searched by grouping, in other words classification or clustering. The latter
mainly focuses on the means to rapidly certain strings. We will briefly discuss some of
the methods for signature matching and explore Snort’s internal.

For the payload matching, several pattern matching algorithms have been proposed.
Among the single pattern matching, a well-known algorithm is the Boyer and More
algorithm [2]. It preprocesses the target string that is being searched for to generate a
table of mismatch skip values based on the pattern position involved in the mismatch.
Another well-known algorithm, Knuth-Morris-Pratt(KMP) [3] also preprocessed pat-
terns, to generate a look-up table that indicates how many positions the pattern can be
shifted to the right based on the position in the pattern where a mismatch occurs.
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The multi-pattern matching method searches a text string for the occurrence of any
pattern in a set of patterns, using only a single iteration. A well known algorithm is the
Aho-Corasick(AC) algorithm [4] which preprocesses the set of patterns, to construct a
pattern matching machine based on a deterministic finite automaton (DFA). The match-
ing procedure works by reading successive characters from the input string, making
state transitions based on each character, and producing output after a complete pat-
tern is matched. The Wu-Manber algorithm [5], is based on the bad character heuristic,
which is similar to Boyer-Moore, but uses a one or two-byte bad shift table constructed
by re-processing all the patterns, instead of only one. Also it uses the hashing table to
index the patterns in the actual matching phase, thus saving a great deal of time. An-
other method, Exclusion-based signature Matching(E2xB) [6] is designed to provide
rapid negatives, when the search string does not exist in the packet payload.

At well as this, research about the classification of rules has progressed. Kruegel
and Toth proposed a decision tree method to improve signature-based intrusion detec-
tion [8]. In order to create an optimized decision tree, which is used to find malicious
events, using a minimum of redundant comparisons, this method uses a well-known
clustering algorithm which is applied in machine learning. The algorithm builds a de-
cision tree from a classified set of data items with different features using the notion of
information gain. Sinha et al [9] proposed an evaluation tree which determines which
rule groups are maintained in memory by choosing protocol fields and values recur-
sively. Initially, the method selects the protocol field that is most effective in rejecting
the rules, and then separates those groups by values of the chosen protocol field. After
forming groups for each of these values, the algorithm recursively splits the groups by
other protocol fields that reject at least a threshold number of rules, producing smaller
groups. By this means, it generates a hierarchy of protocol fields and values, for which
groups are maintained. As discussed above, these methods are used for IDSes’ detection
engines.

Among several NIDSes, Snort [1,10] is an open source network intrusion prevention
and detection system utilizing a rule-driven language, which combines the benefits of
protocol and payload signature. Snort is commonly used to actively block or passively
detect a variety of attacks and probes performing protocol analysis and content match-
ing. Snort considers rules to be composed of 2 components, a rule header and a rule
option. The rule header has predicates of the protocol fields. The rule option mainly
has strings for pattern matching, and other predicates. After parsing the rules, based on
the port, Snort makes 3 port groups, which consist of; a destination port group for rules
having a unique destination port, a source port group for rules having a unique source
port and a generic port group for rules without a unique destination port and source port.
Each port in a port group has two multi-pattern matchers. One is for content, which is a
keyword that searches for specific content in the packet payload. The other is for uricon-
tent, which is a keyword that searches the normalized request URI field. Also each port
has rule chains for rules without content or uricontent. A generic port group is copied
to other port groups for efficiency. Snort provides the Wo-manber and the Aho-corasick
pattern matching algorithm. When packets are going through, based on port number,
multi-pattern matchers of the corresponding port group are called. In the worst case, a
packet is scanned three times, once for the destination port group, once for the source
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port group and once for the generic rule group. In the best case, a packet is only scanned
once for one of the three groups. Snort only uses one protocol field for grouping rules.
Under the condition of a heavy payload or a large number of patterns, a great deal of
time is required for inspecting the payload. Our method integrates rules’ predicates into
each protocol field and pre-calculates all possible results. Because we inspect the pro-
tocol fields first, we avoid unnecessary payload scanning. In what follows, Our method
is discussed in detail.

3 Detection and Classification by Grouping Predicates

NIDS has been deployed behind a firewall which inspects network traffic passing through
it and denies or permits passage based on policy. Thus, a large number of signatures are
associated with specific ports. In table 1, based on our analysis of snort’s rules[1] (VRT
Certified Rules for Snort v2.7), among 6985 default rules related to TCP, 4935 (70%)
rules are associated with 3 destination ports(80,445,139) and 1 source port(80).

Table 1. Top 5 lists of Snort’s TCP rules classified by port

Our method integrates each predicate of protocol field used in the rule set into a
single data structure, we call a protocol filter, and calculates all possible results based
on the values of the protocol field in advance. After pre-calculating the results, it makes
small rule groups by the combination of the pre-calculated results. When a packet is
moving through the system, it searches each result based on value of a packet’s protocol
fields. Combining these results, it identifies a single pre-calculated rule group. Only
checking this rule group, our method can reduce the chance of payload scanning and
alleviates the load of pattern matching. Figure 1 shows our method briefly. We shall
explain this in more detail.

3.1 Formal Description

We will restrict our description to relationships of protocol fields. Let R be the set of n
rules, i.e., R = {r1, r2, ...rn}. Let F = {f1, f2, ...., fm} denote the set of m protocol
fields present in the rule set. Let Pfi = {p1

fi
, p2

fi
, ...., pk

fi
} denote the set of the predi-

cates associated with a protocol field fi in the rule set. Also let Vfi = {v1
fi

, v2
fi

, ..., vj
fi

}
denote the set of unique values which are extracted from a protocol field fi’s predicates
used in R and sorted in ascending order. A rule in R can be described as the rela-
tionship of predicates of protocol fields like rt = pj

f1

∧
pj

f2

∧
....pk

fm
. And a predicate
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Fig. 1. Detecting and grouping by protocol filters

used in R can be presented like pj
fi

= fi

⊙
vk

fi
where

⊙
is an operator used in the

predicate(=,≤,≥,etc.). Based on values of fi, each predicate in Pfi can be true or false.
Likewise, based on each predicate results of Pfi , each rule in R can be false or true.
Therefore, Based on values of fi, each rule in R has various result. Let sj

fi
denote all

rules’ results depending on an element of Vfi . Let dom(fi) denote fi’s domain.
Like Figure 2, dom(fi) can be divided into (2k + 1)’s sub range or sub domain,

where k = |Vfi |. Let sj
fi

denote rule set’s result in the jth subrange of dom(fi). And

we describe Sfi = {s1
fi

, s2
fi

, ....s2k+1
fi

} to present the set of all possible results which
depend on all values of fi. We can find the all results of the rule set by each value of the
protocol field fi used in the rule set in advance. Based on values of fi, Pfi is decided and
then depending on Pfi , which rules among r1, r2, ...rn is matched or not is determined.
s2j

fi
of Sfi has the results of r1, r2, ...rn regarding to vj

fi
of Vfi . Likewise, s2j+1

fi
of

Sfi has the results of r1, r2, ...rn depending on all values between vj
fi

and vj+1
fi

of Vfi .

Because the rule set includes vj
fi

, we can calculate sj
fi

. Also, we can compute s2j+1
fi

if we generate any value which is included in between vj
fi

and vj+1
fi

. The proposed
method is to pre-calculate possible results, i.e., Sfi and stores them for decision about
rules’ matching.

Fig. 2. Rules’ results based on values of the protocol field fi

For example, if r1 has a predicate for destination port, like p1
dport = {dport, >, 3},

r1 obtains 3 results which is one for values of less than 3, one for a value of 3, and one
for values of greater than 3. If r2 having a predicate for destination port, like p2

dport =
{dport, =, 6}, is added, r1 and r2 can obtain 5 results which is one for values of less
than 3, one for a value of 3, one for values of greater than 3 and less than 6, one for
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values of 6, and one for values greater than 6. The number of results of the rule set
including a predicate of protocol field fi is 5 because of 2 ∗ n|Vfi | + 1.

3.2 Detection by Protocol Filters

As has demonstrated, we pre-calculate all the rules’ results and save them into an array
data structure, so called a protocol filter. Figure 3 shows the proposed method. When
a packet is reached, based on the value of the packet’s protocol field, we search the
results of the rule set in protocol filters. Based on the combined results of the rule set,
we identify whether the packet need a payload scan or not. For example, we have two
rules similar to Snort’s rule such as the following.

r1: alert tcp 10.1.1.1 25 –>!$HOME NET 80 . . . ;content:login;. . .
r2: alert tcp 20.1.1.1 1024:2024 –>$HOME NET !143 . . . ;content:root;. . .

Fig. 3. Detection using protocol filters

Figure 4 shows in detail the proposed method. Let’s make the protocol filter for
destination port with r1 and r2. If a packet’s destination port is less than 80, greater than
80 and less than 143, or greater than 143, only r2 is matched. In case of the destination
port 80, both rules are matched. However, for port 143, both rules are not matched.
We represent the rules’ result as bit strings. We call this structure ”protocol filter”.
We made the protocol filter for the source port in the same way. In this case, we only
used two protocol fields and made two protocol filters. When a packet P1 is moving
through, we search for the results of rules in protocol filter based on protocol field’s
value. If we obtain all corresponding result bit strings of the protocol filters, the final
result is decided by ‘AND’ bit operation to each result bit strings. The other predicates
including pattern matching are indexed by the position of bit strings. Based on value of
bits, we filter out unnecessary rules.
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Fig. 4. Example of protocol filters

As well as reducing the cost of payload searching, the proposed method has the ad-
vantage that upon execution. It only performs search operation, irrespective of the rule
set’s predicates. Therefore, the greater the complexity of rules’ predicates, the better the
performance. Also, because protocol filters do not have a fixed order, we can change the
search order. For example, if we can obtain information that a certain protocol field can
drop early normal packets, we can change the checking order of protocol filters.

3.3 Grouping by Protocol Filters

As noted previously, a protocol filter for fi provides the integrated processing of pred-
icates and result of the rule set related to fi. Taking this idea further, if we calculate
all combinations of protocol filters for f1,f2, . . . fm in advance, we obtain all possible
results of the rule set, i.e., Sf1 , Sf2 , ...Sfm . The maximum number of these results is 2n

if there are n rules.
In Figure 4, when we have two rules, we can make the maximum four distinct results

of the rule set, because of 22. However, if we calculate the combination of 2 protocol
filters’ result bit strings, we can obtain 2 result bit strings such as ‘01’,‘10’. Based on
the number of result bit strings, we can classify rules into 2 small groups. We ignore
result ‘00’, which means all rules are not matched and ’11’, which is impossible results
bit strings. The reason we do not make rule groups as much as 2n, is that we can remove
unnecessary rule groups by a combination of protocol filters. The greater the number of
results, the smaller number of rules in a group. The rule grouping by protocol filters can
easily tune the degree of grouping. Whereas smaller rule groups are made when many
protocol filters are used, larger rule groups are made when few protocol filters are used.
By contrast, the overhead of protocol fields matching is proportional to the number of
protocol filters.

4 Performance Analysis

The proposed method is based on the fact that, in general, pattern matching of payload
needs more processing time than protocol fields matching. In the case of TCP, while
the packet header has 20 bytes without option, the packet data can have 1460 bytes,
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considering MTU(Maximum Transmission Unit). The size of the packet data and values
of the protocol field depend on network environment. Therefore, if a packet has little or
no data, checking the payload first can yield inferior results. Also the number of patterns
which affects performance can be scattered in proportional to the number of protocol
fields used in grouping. We analyze performance these two aspects.

We compare a single protocol field grouping with multiple protocol fields grouping.
To simplify our analysis, we assume that rule set, R, has n rules and that each rule has
a single predicate of f1, f2, ..., fm. So, every rule has m predicates. As noted above,
Vfi is the set of unique values which are extracted from a protocol field fi’s predicates
used in R and Pfi is the set of the predicates associated with a protocol field fi used in
R. In addition, let Dfi denote fi’s domain and let Afi denote all fi’s value ranges used
in Pfi . If fi’ value is within Afi , at least one among Pfi satisfy the predicate. In the
case of a single protocol field grouping, the average rule count of subgroups is n

|Vfi
| and

probability of payload scanning is
Afi

Dfi
. However, if we make rule groups with multiple

protocol fields, such as f1, f2, . . . fm, the average rule count of subgroups is n�
k
i=1 |Vfk

| .
In a manner similar to the average rule count of subgroups, the probability of payload
scanning is

∏k
i=1(

Afi

Dfi
). Clearly, the more protocol fields are used, the few rules are

included in a subgroup and the lower the probability of payload scanning is. Small rule
groups mean few patterns to search in the payload, in other words, the pattern match
engines have a light work load.

For example, if rules are grouped only by the destination port, n rules can be scat-
tered with 216 because the destination port has 2 bytes. However, if rules are grouped by
a combination of the destination port, source port, destination IP and source IP, which
consist of 12 bytes, n rules can be scattered with 296. Also, the probability of payload
scanning for subgroups is lowered in the same manner. However, the performance of the
proposed method is strongly dependent on the environment of network and distribution
of rules.

5 Experiments

To implement the proposed method, we have modified Snort version 2.7.0.1. The ex-
perimental platform is a personal computer with a Pentium 4 Core 2 6,400 CPU and 3
Gbytes RAM. We used the Linux operating system, Fedora 6.

The rule set used for the experiments consisted of only the TCP rules among the
VRT Certified Rules for Snort version 2.7. We used well-known data sets, the DARPA
Intrusion Detection Evaluation Data Set from MIT Lincoln Lab [11]. We analyzed three
types of the DARPA data files and selected ports which have a large number of rules and
frequently appeared in data files at the same time. Table 2 shows the average payload
size and the percentage of several destination ports in data files.

We made 4 protocol filters using destination port, source port, destination IP, and
source IP. Table 3 shows how the rule set can be grouped by 4 protocol fields, compare
to Snort’s a single protocol field grouping. In the case of the destination port 80, whereas
Snort makes one port group with 2026 rules, the proposed method make 4 small groups.
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Table 2. Destination port’s characteristics of DARPA data set

Table 3. Rule classification by protocol fields

Table 4. CPU times of DARPA data set

We used the default IP address setting, consisting of only a home net and an external
net. Therefore, the effect of the grouping rules was tiny.

After the method was executed 10 times, we recorded the average time of detection.
We only evaluated the packets over 20 bytes which is the TCP header size, considering
overhead. In Table 4, the proposed method improved the processing time to various
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degrees, compared with Snort. In the case of port 80 and port 25, improved performance
results from the port’s small rule groups, because the proportion of packets that skipped
payload inspection is below 0.01%. In the other cases, improvement of port 23 and port
139 results from skipped payload inspection, because the proportion of skipped packets
is between 37% and 100%. In the case of data file LLDOS1.0 and 139 port, while all
packets have the external network addresses in the source IP field, all rules have the
internal network addresses in the source IP field. Thus the protocol filters dropped all
packets without payload inspection. Clearly, grouping by multiple protocol fields can
improve performance in that the amount of pattern matching and the probability of
payload scanning are reduced. Because of a packet’s payload size and the distribution
of the protocol fields’ values, there will be a variety of results. If we use the more
protocol fields to classify a rule set, we can make the smaller rule groups and avoid
a great number of payload scanning. Also if the packets have a heavy payload, the
performance will be much better.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the method to reduce the cost of payload matching. The
proposed method involves integrated detection of protocol fields and the separation of
a large signature group into several small signature groups, by multiple protocol fields.
The effect of the proposed method can be various depending on rules and packets.
However, the proposed method can reduce the payload scanning for patterns matching
and reduce the number of patterns for packets to check, because packets which do not
match protocol fields can be dropped before payload scanning. In addition, the pro-
posed method is independent of a predicate’s operand, because of the pre-calculation of
all the predicates. Also this allows a detailed rule description, which enables us to easily
represent complex and complicated predicates. Unfortunately, it suffers from rule repli-
cation and bit operation overhead. However, the memory requirement can be tolerated
by system, if we use only some overloaded rule groups. For a bits operation, if we adapt
the proposed method to only heavy payload packets, the advantage generally more than
compensates for the overhead. In the future, we intend to include some protocol fields
which are frequently used in rules and can reject packet early. Also we will evaluate our
method in real network environments.
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